We studied the molecular gas properties of AzTEC/C159, a star-forming disk galaxy at z = 4.567, in order to better constrain the nature of the high-redshift end of the sub-mm selected galaxy (SMG) population. We secured , is comparable to merger-driven starbursts such as local ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) and SMGs. Likewise, the 12 CO(5→4)/CO(2→1) line brightness temperature ratio of r 52 = 0.55 ± 0.15 is consistent with high excitation conditions, similar to that observed in SMGs. Based on mass budget considerations we constrained the value for the L CO -H 2 mass conversion factor in AzTEC/C159, i.e. α CO = 3.9
Introduction
Sub-mm selected galaxies (SMGs), gas-rich starbursts at high redshifts (e.g., Blain et al. 2002; Tacconi et al. 2006 Tacconi et al. , 2008 Narayanan et al. 2010; Casey et al. 2014) , might be the progenitors of compact quiescent galaxies (log(M /M ) > 11) at z ∼ 2 (e.g., Simpson et al. 2014; Toft et al. 2014; Ikarashi et al. 2015; Oteo et al. 2016 Oteo et al. , 2017 . It is believed that the intense starburst episode can be followed by an active galactic nucleus (AGN) phase that eventually quenches the star formation (Hopkins et al. 2006; Wuyts et al. 2010; Hickox et al. 2012; Steinhardt & Speagle 2014) . However, there is a lack of consensus on the physical mechanisms driving the extreme production of stars in SMGs. It has been proposed that compact starbursts might be fueled via major gas-rich mergers (e.g., Walter et al. 2009; Narayanan et al. 2010; Hayward et al. 2011; Alaghband-Zadeh et al. 2012; Hayward et al. 2012; Riechers et al. 2013 Riechers et al. , 2014 ). An alternative scenario involves the smooth infall and accretion of cold gas from the intergalactic medium that could also drive intense star formation in massive highly unstable high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Dekel et al. 2009a; Kereš et al. 2009b,a; Davé et al. 2010; Hodge et al. 2012; Romano-Díaz et al. 2014; Feng et al. 2015; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017 ).
To constrain the origin of SMGs, and their possible evolutionary path, much effort has been put into building statistically complete and unbiased samples of these objects (e.g., Banerji et al. 2011; Yun et al. 2012; Hodge et al. 2013; Abdo et al. 2010; Michałowski et al. 2017; Brisbin et al. 2017) . Smolčić et al. (2015) investigated the physical characteristics of six spectroscopically confirmed 4 < z < 6 SMGs in the COSMOS field, revealing a physically heterogeneous population with compact and clumpy systems. In order to explore the dust distribution and gas kinematics, high-resolution [CII] 158 µm line observations have been secured towards three of these sources; namely, J1000+0234 (z = 4.544), Vd−17871 (z = 4.624) and AzTEC/C159 (z = 4.567, Karim et al. in prep; hereafter K17) . Based on those observations, Jones et al. (2017, hereafter J17 ) revealed a gas dominated rotating disk in J1000+0234 and AzTEC/C159. The latter emerges as the best example of a flat rotation curve at large radius. These extreme systems, with gas dominated rotating disks and concomitant intense star formation activity, seem to have no analog at lower redshifts; rendering their detailed study paramount to understand the formation of galaxies in the early Universe.
Here, we report the detection of 12 CO(2→1) and 12 CO(5→4) line emission to investigate the molecular gas properties of AzTEC/C159. to unveil the nature of the star-forming gas of high-redshift galaxies (e.g., Frayer et al. 1998; Riechers et al. 2008; Schinnerer et al. 2008; Carilli et al. 2010; Engel et al. 2010; Riechers et al. 2011; Hodge et al. 2012; Hodge et al. 2013; Bothwell et al. 2013; Bouché et al. 2013; De Breuck et al. 2014; Sánchez Almeida et al. 2014; Leroy et al. 2015; Narayanan et al. 2015) . Low-J 12 CO emission lines provide tight constraints on the mass and extent of the molecular gas reservoir, as well as the star formation efficiency (SFE). In combination with high-J 12 CO line detections, it is possible to explore the 12 CO spectral line energy distribution (SLED) and unveil the physical properties of the star-forming gas (e.g., Weiss et al. 2005; Weiss et al. 2007; Carilli et al. 2010; Riechers et al. 2010; Papadopoulos et al. 2012b; Daddi et al. 2015) .
After introducing AzTEC/C159 in Section 2, we present the details of the observations in Section 3, followed by the results and discussion in Section 4 and 5. A summary is given in Section 6. Throughout, we assume the following cosmology h 0 = 0.7, Ω M = 0.3, and Ω Λ = 0.7.
AzTEC/C159
AzTEC/C159 was originally detected at the 3.7σ level in the ASTE/AzTEC-COSMOS 1.1 mm survey of the inner COSMOS 1 deg 2 (Aretxaga et al. 2011 ). Long-slit spectroscopy with DEIMOS/Keck has revealed a narrow Lyα line, which puts AzTEC/C159 at a redshift z = 4.569 (Smolčić et al. 2015) . The broadband spectral energy distribution (SED) from the optical through the FIR is consistent with a dusty star-forming galaxy, with a star formation rate (SFR) of ∼ 700 M yr AzTEC/C159 complements the sample of galaxies at z > 4 exhibiting regular gas rotation on kpc-scales (i.e. disks); GN20 (z = 4.05), ALESS73.1 (z = 4.755), J1000+0234 (z = 4.542), Vd−17871 (z = 4.622), and J1319+0950 (z = 6.127, Hodge et al. 2012; De Breuck et al. 2014; Jones et al. 2017; Shao et al. 2017, K17) . However, the well-defined "butterfly" pattern revealed by ALMA renders AzTEC/C159 the best example to date of a rotating disk galaxy in the early Universe (J17, K17).
3. Karl G. Jansky VLA and NOEMA Observations 12 CO(2→1) line observations were carried out in January 2016 with the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array (VLA) of the NRAO in the D-and DnC-configurations (project 15B-280, PI: A. Karim). Five observing sessions, 3.5 hrs each, resulted in a total of 17.5 hrs -with 9.0 hrs on target. We used the quasar 3C286 for bandpass, delay, and flux calibration, and J1038+0512 for complex gain calibration. We made use of the Q-band receivers and the pair of 8-bit samplers on each VLA antenna, resulting in a pair of 1.024 GHz bands in right and left circular polarization. These bands were overlapped by 128 MHz to correct for the loss of signal at their edges, so the total bandwidth was 1.92 GHz (from 40.963 to 42.883 GHz); covering the redshifted 12 CO(2→1) line at 41.41 GHz, according to the prior redshift estimation of z = 4.567 ± 0.002 based on the [CII] 158µm line detection with ALMA (K17). Data were calibrated using the Common Astronomy Software Applications (CASA). Images were created with the CASA task clean and using a range of robust parameters. Ultimately, we use the image computed with robust=1 as it provides us with the best balance between spatial resolution and rms noise. This results in a data cube with a synthesized beam size of 1.70 × 1.24 arcsec resolution (PA = 77.5 CO(5→4) line, considering z = 4.567 ± 0.002. We used the quasars 3C84 and B0906+015 as flux and phase/amplitude calibrators, respectively. The data calibration and mapping were performed with the IRAM GILDAS software packages clean and mapping. The final cube corresponds to 9.4 hrs on source, out of ∼19 hrs of total observing time; with a synthesized beam size of 5.0 × 2.6 arcsec and PA= 23.5
• (using natural weighting). We reach a sensitivity of 0.13 mJy beam Unfortunately, we lack estimates for the gas density and kinetic temperature in AzTEC/C159. Yet, it is known that its high SFR is likely to be associated with high temperatures of gas and dust as well as gas density (e.g., Narayanan & Krumholz 2014) . Under the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium between the gas and dust, we would have T kin ' T dust = 37 K (from our mid-IR mm SED fitting presented in Section 4.2). Therefore, we favor the scenario with dense gas and T kin = 40 K that yields an increase in S CO(2!1) and S CO( CO(2!1) integrated line emission. We fit a circular Gaussian model (in the image plane) that yields a deconvolved FWHM of (2.0 ± 0.9) arcsec, corresponding to an intrinsic size of (13 ± 6) kpc at the redshift of AzTEC/C159. The presence of an extended and possibly rotating molecular gas reservoir would be consistent with the [CII] 158 µm gas extent (⇠7 kpc) and dynamics of AzTEC/C159 (J17, K17). The intrinsic size of the 12 CO(2!1) emission is also comparable with that of GN20 (⇠ 14 kpc), where a double-peak 12 CO line profile is clearly resolved (Hodge et al. 2012 ). Yet, we advise caution when interpreting our results on the 12 CO size and dynamics of AzTEC/C159 due to the current limitation of our 12 CO line observations.
Analysis and Results

CO lines
FIR properties
Continuum emission from AzTEC/C159 was detected at 3 mm from our NOEMA observations. By averaging line-free channel maps, around the 12 CO(5!4) centroid at 103.550 GHz, we derive a value of 220 ± 40 µ Jy. No continuum emission Article number, page 3 of 9 ) with T kin = 18 K only 20% of the intrinsic value of the 12 CO(2→1) line is detected, and less than that for 12 CO(5→4) (da Cunha et al. 2013) . Unfortunately, we lack estimates for the gas density and kinetic temperature in AzTEC/C159. Yet, it is known that high SFR is likely to be associated with high temperatures of gas and dust as well as gas density (e.g., Narayanan & Krumholz 2014) . Under the assumption of thermodynamic equilibrium between the gas and dust, we would have T kin T dust = 37 K (from our mid-IR−mm SED fitting presented in Section 4.2). Therefore, we favor the scenario with dense gas and T kin = 40 K that yields an increase in S CO(2→1) and S CO(5→4) by a factor . There is also marginal evidence of double-horn profiles in both 12 CO lines, where two peaks are close/above the 3σ level. The resolution of our VLA observations (1.70×1.24 arcsec) is sufficient to resolve the source size for the 12 CO(2→1) integrated line emission. We fit a circular Gaussian model (in the image plane) that yields a deconvolved FWHM of (2.0 ± 0.9) arcsec, corresponding to an intrinsic size of (13 ± 6) kpc at the redshift of AzTEC/C159. The presence of an extended and possibly rotating molecular gas reservoir would be consistent with the [CII] 158 µm gas extent (∼7 kpc) and dynamics of AzTEC/C159 (J17, K17). The intrinsic size of the 12 CO(2→1) emission is also comparable with that of GN20 (∼ 14 kpc), where a double-peak 12 CO line profile is clearly resolved (Hodge et al. 2012 ). Yet, we advise caution when interpreting our results on the 12 CO size and dynamics of AzTEC/C159 due to the current limitation of our 12 CO line observations.
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Continuum emission from AzTEC/C159 was detected at 3 mm from our NOEMA observations. By averaging line-free channel maps, around the 12 CO(5→4) centroid at 103.550 GHz, we derive a value of 220 ± 40 µ Jy. No continuum emission was detected in our VLA observations at ∼ 7 mm; based on the noise level of the continuum image, we derive a 3σ upper limit of 20 µ Jy. These new mm data points mitigate the uncertainties in determining the FIR properties of AzTEC/C159.
We derive the infrared luminosity (L IR ; in the range 8 − 1000 µm), SFR and dust mass (M dust ) of AzTEC/C159 via mid-IR−mm SED fitting as in Smolčić et al. (2015) . We refer the reader to that manuscript for a detailed description on the fitting process. As shown in Fig. 3 , aside from our mm SED constraints, the 1.1 mm data point from the JCMT/AzTEC 1.1 mm survey (Scott et al. 2008) and ALMA 870 µm continuum data point (GG17), we use observations from the Herschel Space Observatory (Pilbratt et al. 2010) 
Molecular gas mass and SFE
The molecular gas mass can be estimated from the relation: A modified blackbody (red line) is used to fit the FIRto-mm data points. The monochromatic flux densities from Herschel PACS/SPIRE and JCMT/AzTEC observations used in the fit are listed as follows: S 100µm < 6.8 mJy, S 160µm < 13.6 mJy, S 250µm = 6.2±1.9 mJy, S 350µm < 10.8 mJy, S 500µm < 20.4 mJy and S 1.1mm = 3.3 ± 1.3 mJy (Smolčić et al. 2015) . We add three more sub-mm/mm data points from our observations: S 870µm = 6.9 ± 0.2 mJy (GG17), S 3mm = 220 ± 40 µ Jy and S 7mm < 20 µ Jy. The downward pointing arrows denote upper limits to the corresponding flux densities.
where α CO is the CO luminosity to H 2 mass conversion factor and L CO is the 12 CO(1→0) line luminosity. The latter can be derived from our 12 CO(2→1) line assuming that L CO = 1.18L CO(2→1) for typical SMG excitation conditions (consistent with the results in Section 4.4) and using the relation ):
where S CO(2→1) is the integrated line flux in Jy km s . The value for α CO depends on local interstellar medium (ISM) conditions and, consequently, may vary across different galaxy types Papadopoulos et al. 2012b; Magnelli et al. 2012; Bolatto et al. 2013 ). For instance, low values for α CO could be related to highly turbulent molecular gas -likely associated with merging systems -as observed in local ultra-luminous infrared galaxies (ULIRGs) with α CO ∼ 0.8 M K
(e.g., Downes & Solomon 1998; Papadopoulos et al. 2012b ). On the other hand, self-gravitating gas yields high α CO values (Papadopoulos et al. 2012a ); for instance, in star-forming spiral disks like the Milky Way (Abdo et al. 2010) . Since J17 and K17 have revealed a gas dominated rotating disk in AzTEC/C159, we assume the prescription for star-forming disk-like galaxies (α CO ∼ 4.3 M K 
Notes. Jones et al. (2017) ; within a radius of 2.9 kpc (e) Values corrected from the CMB.
galaxies at z ∼ 3 (Schinnerer et al. 2016) . It should be noted that even when assuming a ULIRG-like α CO prescription (and a CMB uncorrected S CO(2→1) flux), the gas fraction would be high, i.e. 0.43 ± 0.10. The massive molecular gas reservoir of AzTEC/C159 is consistent with the general picture of having large cool-ISM reservoirs fueling intense star formation activity at high redshift (e.g., ).
We use the L IR /L CO as a proxy of the SFE of AzTEC/C159, as it has the advantage to circumvent the caveat of dealing with large uncertainties in α CO . Based on the information in Table 1 
, placing it within the upper scatter of the L IR /L CO correlation as presented by . This ratio is much higher than that observed in normal star-forming disk galaxies such as nearby spirals and z ∼ (0.4 − 2) MS galaxies (between 20 and 100 L (K km s ; Daddi et al. 2010; Magnelli et al. 2012 ) but comparable to merger-driven starbursts such as local ULIRGs and SMGs (e.g., Genzel et al. 2010; Bothwell et al. 2013; Aravena et al. 2016 , and references therein). The SFE of AzTEC/C159 is, however, similar to those of the very highredshift starburst disk galaxies GN20 (∼180 L (K km s ; Schinnerer et al. 2008; Smolčić et al. 2015) . Thus, while the extreme SFE of AzTEC/C159 seems unusual for a star-forming disk galaxy at z < 2, at z > 4 disk galaxies harboring vigorous SFE (like AzTEC/C159, GN20 and J1000+0234) might be common.
Gas excitation
We combine our 12 CO(2→1) and 12 CO(5→4) line detections to obtain insights into the molecular gas excitation in AzTEC/C159. As mentioned before, at z ∼ 4.5 the CMB emission affects the observed 12 CO line flux density in both lines (da Cunha et al. 2013 ). This could modify the 12 CO(5→4)/CO(2→1) line brightness temperature ratio (r 52 ) and, in consequence, our interpretation. Let us first consider the observed line flux densities in AzTEC/C159 and compare its 12 CO SLED with those of some SMGs at z > 4, where the effect of the CMB might be considerable but no corrections have been applied yet. In Fig. 4 , we plot the 12 CO SLED of J1000+0234 (Schinnerer et al. 2008 ) and GN20 , both star-forming disk galaxies with extreme SFE. We also show the 12 CO SLED of AzTEC-3, a massive starburst galaxy possibly triggered by a major merger and associated with a protocluster at z = 5.3 . All these 12 CO SLEDs are consistent with high gas excitation, where r 52 = 0.63 ± 0.16 for AzTEC/C159.
The impact of the CMB on the 12 CO SLED shape below z = 2.5 is negligible (da Cunha et al. 2013) . In consequence, no corrections need to be made to the observed median 12 CO SLED of SMGs (median redshift of z = 2.2 as in Bothwell et al. (2013) ) and disk galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 . We apply corrections to the observed flux densities of AzTEC/C159 to mitigate potential bias due to the CMB emission (see Section 4.1), and compare its "intrinsic" 12 CO SLED with those of the aforementioned galaxy populations. As observed in Fig. 4 , with r 52 = 0.55 ± 0.15, the molecular gas excitation conditions of AzTEC/C159 are consistent with those observed in SMGs, and Article number, page 5 of 9 A&A proofs: manuscript no. jimenez-andrade+_aa_submitted CO(5→4) have been corrected up by 1/0.7 and 1/0.8, respectively, to take into account the effect of the CMB (see Section 4.1). We also present the 12 CO SLED of the Milky Way galactic center (GC) (Fixsen et al. 1999 ), MS disk-galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 ) and a sample of SMGs (median of z = 2.2, Bothwell et al. 2013) . Shaded regions show the dispersion of the 12 CO SLEDs for different SMGs and disk galaxies samples. At the redshift of the latter sources, the impact of the CMB on the observed 12 CO line flux densities is negligible (da Cunha et al. 2013) . Both the observed and intrinsic S CO(5→4) /S CO(2→1) ratios of AzTEC/C159, are consistent with high gas excitation condition.
significantly deviates from the expected trend for star-forming disk-like MS galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 ) and the MW (Fixsen et al. 1999) . The elevated 12 CO SLED of AzTEC/C159 might be a result of intrinsic processes, such as elevated gas density and kinetic temperature that yield a higher rate of collisions between 12 CO and H 2 (e.g., Narayanan & Krumholz 2014).
The CO→ H 2 conversion factor
By determining the α CO value in AzTEC/C159, we can mitigate uncertainties on our gas mass estimates and, at the same time, infer the overall physical conditions of its molecular gas (e.g., Papadopoulos et al. 2012a,b) . Here, we constrain α CO from (a) the gas-to-dust ratio (δ GDR ) and (b) the balance between the baryonic and dark matter content with the dynamical mass.
The gas-to-dust method
We constrain the α CO value for AzTEC/C159 from the gas-todust ratio as a consistency check on the dynamics-based estimate. By assuming that the molecular component dominates the ISM, i.e. M H 2 M HI + M HII , the molecular gas mass can be estimated from the relation (e.g., Magnelli et al. 2012; Aravena et al. 2016) :
where δ GDR is the gas-to-dust ratio relation constrained locally by Leroy et al. (2011) that varies with metallicity as log(δ GDR ) = 9.4 − 0.85 × [12 + log(O/H)]. In the absence of direct metallicity estimates for AzTEC/C159, as well as a robust mass-metallicity relation at such high redshift, we assume that AzTEC/C159 has solar metallicity. Then, by combining Eq. 1 and 3:
In Section 4.1, we favored a scenario with dense gas and T kin = 40 K to correct the observed L CO by the effect of the CMB. Here, we also explore the possibility of having cool (T kin = 14 K) and low-density molecular gas, i.e. according to da Cunha et al. (2013) . Note that a lower value of δ GDR could lower the estimated α CO , but it would require unlikely supra-solar metallicity. On the contrary, sub-solar metallicities would yield even higher α CO .
The dynamical mass method
Another approach to constrain α CO is based on the estimation of the mass content, which should match the baryonic and dark matter content, i.e. M dyn = M ISM + M + M DM . Since we assume that the ISM is dominated by molecular gas, then M ISM M H2 . This, in combination with Eq. 1, leads to:
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The [CII] 158 µm gas dynamics of AzTEC/C159 has been characterized in detail by J17. Via the tilted ring fitting method they find that at an intrinsic radius of 2.9 kpc M dyn = (2.8
M . This value agrees within the uncertainties with the value derived by K17 (M dyn ∼ 2.4×10 11 M ) using the software "3D-Barolo" and assuming an inclination angle of ∼ 30 degs as in J17. Within an aperture radius of 2.9 kpc, we find that S observed CO(2→1) = 91±16 mJy, which is ∼ 13% lower than that derived from the aperture that contains the full emission line (see Section 4.1). Consequently, as in the gas-to-dust ratio method, we consider L CO ∈ [2.9 ± 0.5, 10.5 ± 1.9] × 10 10 K km s . It is known that the most important influencing factor on α CO is the average dynamical state of the molecular gas. While low values are associated with unbound gas, as observed in local ULIRGs, high values are related with self-gravitating gas (e.g., Papadopoulos et al. 2012b) ; hence, the molecular gas dynamics in AzTEC/C159 might be more similar to that of local star-forming disks than those of disturbed major mergers.
Discussion
Molecular line observations towards AzTEC/C159 reveal a gas-rich system, elevated SFE, and high gas excitation. Its high α CO value is consistent with a self-gravitating molecular gas distribution (e.g., Papadopoulos et al. 2012a ). In addition, [CII] 158 µm line observations have already revealed a gas dominated rotating disk extending up to a radius of ∼3 kpc (J17). These dynamical properties do not fit into the scenario of gas-rich galaxy mergers at high redshift driving tidal torques that form dense gas regions (a condition for high gas excitation) and trigger intense star formation activity (e.g., Hopkins et al. 2006; Hayward et al. 2011 Hayward et al. , 2012 . Then, the question arises as what would be the physical mechanisms responsible for fueling and triggering such extreme star formation environment in this gas-rich rotating disk galaxy at z = 4.5.
According to numerical simulations, massive rotating disk galaxies in the early Universe are not a rare phenomenon (e.g., Dekel et al. 2009b; Romano-Díaz et al. 2011) . In overdense environments, the smooth infall and accretion of cold gas from cosmological filaments can build up a disk (Feng et al. 2015) . This relatively smooth accretion, which dominates the mass input (Romano-Díaz et al. 2014; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017) , can maintain an unstable dense gas-rich disk that brakes into giant clumps forming stars at a high rate (Dekel et al. 2009b ). Such star formation activity might be enhanced due to gravitational harassment, as advocated for the star-forming disk galaxy at z = 4.05 GN20 Hodge et al. 2012 ).
1
A highly conservative error bar for M dyn of 1 dex has been suggested by J17 to take into account systematic uncertainties of the method; i.e. M dyn = (2.8
M . This large range for M dyn also affords a wider range of inclination angles. We derive α CO = 6.7
. Thus, what remains true is that α CO is still higher than the prescription for ULIRGs-like systems (α CO = 0.8 M K
The latter scenario agrees with the high gas fraction and SFE of AzTEC/C159, but it is at odds with the high gas excitation condition usually associated with major-mergers (e.g., Bournaud et al. 2015) . However, as predicted by Papadopoulos et al. (2012a) , high-redshift disk-like systems with extreme SFE -like AzTEC/C159 -could also have high gas excitation conditions as a result of heating by turbulence and/or cosmic rays. In fact, by z ∼ 3 the mean radiation field intensity U in MS galaxies might become similar to that of local ULIRGs and their 12 CO SLEDs may look similar at this redshift . We note that an elevated 12 CO SLED could be also a result of AGN-driven mechanical and radiative feedback (Papadopoulos et al. 2008 (Papadopoulos et al. , 2010 Dasyra et al. 2014; Moser et al. 2016) ; however, there is no robust evidence of an AGN in AzTEC/C159 (Smolčić et al. 2015) .
It is difficult to draw a coherent conclusion on galaxy formation and evolution from this source alone. Nevertheless, AzTEC/C159 emerges as another gas-rich disk galaxy at z ∼ 4 with high SFE and extreme 12 CO SLED: together with J1000+0234 (Schinnerer et al. 2008, J17) and GN20 Hodge et al. 2012) . This galaxy population complements our picture on galaxy evolution. In particular, Toft et al. (2017) suggest that such z > 4 SMGs with cool gas reservoirs distributed in rotating disks, and high SFE, might be the progenitors of massive quenched galaxies at z ∼ 2 that -surprisinglyalso exhibit a rotating disk (van der Wel et al. 2011; Newman et al. 2015) . To confirm this, we need to exploit the synergy between ALMA and the upcoming JWST, that promise a better understanding of the multi-phase gas and stellar properties of early systems.
Summary
We reported the molecular gas properties of the star-forming disk galaxy AzTEC/C159 at z = 4.567. By using 12 CO line observations of the transition levels J=2→1 and J=5→4, and extensive ancillary data from the COSMOS collaboration, we have found that:
1. The molecular gas mass of AzTEC/C159 is M H2 (α CO /4.3) = (1.5 ± 0.3) × 10 11 M , which yields a high gas fraction of µ gas (α CO /4.3) ≡ M H 2 /M = 3.3 ± 0.7. Its L IR /L CO ratio of (216 ± 80) L (K km s , i.e. SFE, is comparable with that of local ULIRGs and SMGs (e.g., Aravena et al. 2016 , and references therein). ; J17, K17), that is consistent with an extended gas reservoir. However, the modest sensitivity and resolution of our observations prevent us from obtaining definitive constraints on the 12 CO extent and dynamics of AzTEC/C159.
3. The 12 CO(5−4)/CO(2−1) line brightness temperature ratio of r 52 = 0.55 ± 0.15 is consistent with the high gas excitation of the star-forming disk galaxies GN20 Hodge et al. 2012 ) and J1000+0234 (Schinnerer et al. 2008, J17) at z > 4. In general, the 12 CO SLED of AzTEC/C159 is similar to the median for SMGs (Bothwell et al. 2013) and significantly deviates from that for star-forming disk galaxies at z ∼ 1.5 .
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The intense star formation activity of AzTEC/C159 does not seem to be triggered by major mergers as other SMGs. Instead, its molecular gas conditions suggest that cold gas streams may fuel a gravitationally unstable gas-rich disk, that harbors extreme SFE and high gas excitation. A population of high-redshift disk galaxies has been predicted by both numerical simulations and recent observational studies of quiescent rotating disk galaxies at z ∼ 2, that are believed to be the descendants of AzTEC/C159-like galaxies.
